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ABSTRACT

Thread-level speculation (TLS) has been proposed as a means to parallelize difficult-to-analyze sequential codes. In this paper, we present a realistic measure of the performance potential of call-graph level TLS, using the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite and the Intel® Core™ 2 Duo processor.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.4 [Computer Systems Organization]: Performance of Systems – Measurement techniques

General Terms: Performance, Measurement
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1. INTRODUCTION

The ever increasing performance requirements coupled with the power constraints has led to the emergence of multi-core systems. Efficient use of such systems is critically dependent on the availability of concurrent software. TLS has been proposed as a means to parallelize difficult-to-analyze (potentially parallel) program regions (see [1] for a detailed listing of prior work in TLS). Although there has been a study on the efficacy of TLS at the innermost loop-level [2], an evaluation of the performance potential of TLS, in modern applications, at call graph-level has not been done so far. To this end, we present an evaluation of the efficacy of TLS at the call graph-level. In particular,

a) Assuming an oracle TLS mechanism, i.e., perfect speculation and zero threading overhead, we evaluate an upper bound on the speedup achievable by applying TLS at the call graph-level.

b) We describe the factors, viz., I/O and recursion (or presence of cycles in the call graph) which limit the applicability of TLS at the call graph-level. We illustrate this with the help of code snippets from SPEC CPU2006 [3].

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first limit study of call graph-level TLS using the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite. The suite is widely used and considered to be representative of ordinary programs.

2. CALL GRAPH-LEVEL TLS

To extract higher degree of parallelism, call graph-level TLS has been proposed [4] As an example, let us consider the call graph of the function precompute_arguments shown in Figure 1 (taken from 403.gcc:calls.c:1482).

From the figure, we see that precompute_arguments calls six functions. Under call graph-level TLS, precompute_arguments would spawn speculative threads to execute its callees.

Figure 1: Illustrating TLS at the call graph-level

The function expand_expr would then spawn speculative threads to execute its callees, subject to support for nested TLS. In case the callees are embedded in a loop, then different invocations of the same callee are executed by different speculative threads.

2.1 Ideal Case

In this subsection we present an upper bound on the speedup achievable by applying TLS at the call graph level in the ideal case, i.e., assuming zero threading overhead and perfect speculation. We obtained the function coverage – defined as the percentage of the total execution time spent in a given function – profiles, akin to the innermost loop coverage profiles presented in [2]. The benchmarks were compiled using the Intel Fortran/C++ compiler and ran on the Intel Core 2 Duo processor (see Table 1 for the system configuration), using the reference data sets.

Analysis of the profiles highlight that the maximum coverage of a single function is small for benchmarks such as 403.gcc and 445.gobmk. Thus, in the ideal case, TLS at the call graph-level can potentially yield large speedups – achieved via overlapping the coverage of the different functions in a given call graph (recall that this subject to perfect speculation). For example, in the case of 403.gcc, it would reduce the execution time to 4% of the total execution time.

However, in practice, the performance gain achievable via call graph-level TLS is limited by a variety of factors such as (but not limited to) presence of I/O and presence of cycles in the call graph level (or recursion). In the rest of this subsection, we discuss these two in detail.

2.2 I/O

One of the factors limiting the applicability of TLS at the call graph-level is the presence of I/O in the candidate function. This stems from the fact that, for example, user input cannot be speculated. Moreover, user input is inherently asynchronous in nature – a user may pause multiple times while providing the input. Likewise, program regions containing read and write file operations are not suitable for TLS. Consequently, functions containing I/O should be excluded from the set of candidate program regions for TLS.
2.3 Recursion

Several hardware mechanisms have been proposed to exploit speculative thread-level parallelism (sTPLP). These proposals use a speculative buffer (e.g., see [5, 6]) to store speculative data, track data dependences and correct incorrect execution during roll back. There may exist multiple versions of any given variable. This stems from the fact that concurrently executing speculative threads may produce different versions of the same variable. These versions must be buffered separately. If the speculation is correct, the hardware commits the corresponding data in the speculative buffer to the (non-speculative) memory. The selection of the size of the buffer involves the following trade-off:

a) Typically, the buffers are small memory structures so as to achieve fast access. The need for fast access stems from the following:
   i) Loads and stores account for more than 40% of the total instruction count on an average.
   ii) Every load and store of a speculative thread must be tracked to check for a potential dependence with the non-speculative threads(s).

However, the small size of the buffer results in buffer overflow whenever the size of speculative state exceeds the buffer capacity. This is common in the case of large speculative threads such as threads executing large functions speculatively.

b) On the other hand, a large speculative buffer helps to uncover higher degree of sTPLP by reducing buffer overflow.

However, the downside of large buffers is that they have large access times which adversely affects performance. Also, a large buffer has cost implications.

In [7], Garzarán et al. analyzed the trade-offs between the various approaches for buffering memory state in the context of TLS. Recently, Kim et al. proposed a mechanism based on exploiting reference idempotency to reduce buffer overflow [8]. However, they used the train data set which are significantly smaller than the reference data sets. This has a direct implication on the size of the speculative buffer.

The presence of cycles in the call graph relates to speculative buffer size in the following way: unrestricted out-of-order (OOO) spawning of speculative threads may require an infinitely large buffer. Such a scenario might arise when the non-speculative thread incurs a long pipeline bubble and the execution of a speculative thread is “locked” along a cycle in the call graph. For example, let us consider the call graph shown in Figure 2. The function Copy_Media is part of the 453.povray benchmark. From Figure 2 we note that there exist multiple cycles in the call graph – the functions Copy_Media, Copy_Pigment, Copy_TPatt_Fields, Copy_Object and Copy_Interior form a cycle.

Figure 2: Call graph of Copy_Media containing a cycle with multiple nodes

Table 2: Benchmarks in SPEC CINT2006 and (C/C++ based) CFP2006 which have recursive code

For a practical assessment of the performance potential of TLS at the call graph-level, functions which are part of a cycle in the call graph should be excluded from the set of candidate functions for TLS. In addition, all the callers of such functions should also be excluded from the set! Limiting the speculation depth can potentially be of help in this regard. However, determining the depth at run time is non-trivial.

Table 2 lists all the benchmarks CINT2006 and C/C++ CFP2006 benchmarks which have at least one cycle in their call graphs. An example cycle in such benchmarks is also given. From the table we see that majority of the benchmarks contain recursive code.

2.4 Upper Bounds

Table 3 reports the coverage of the top 5 hot functions which are not part of a cycle in the call graph and none of their callees and the functions in their respective call graphs are part of a cycle (in other words, there should not exist a path between the given function and a cycle in the call graph). For example, in Figure 2, the function Create_Pigment is not a part of a cycle and neither are its callees. In addition, the candidate function or its callees should not contain library calls. Further, based on the discussion presented in subsection 2.2, we excluded the functions which contain I/O. The coverage reported in the table serves as an upper bound on the applicability of TLS at the call graph level, assuming no conflict between the different speculative threads and a zero threading overhead. Obtaining tighter bounds based on static analysis and/or run time profiling of dependences between different functions and accounting for the impact of threading overhead on the efficacy of call graph-level TLS is a subject of future work.
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Table 3: Performance potential of call graph level-TLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Coverage</th>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Coverage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>goby</td>
<td>70.41</td>
<td>sjeng</td>
<td>69.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bzip2</td>
<td>67.48</td>
<td>hmmer</td>
<td>71.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gcc</td>
<td>67.48</td>
<td>sjeng</td>
<td>69.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>namd</td>
<td>67.48</td>
<td>sjeng</td>
<td>69.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vray</td>
<td>67.48</td>
<td>sjeng</td>
<td>69.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Performance potential of call graph level-TLS is lower than the table serves as an upper bound on the applicability of TLS at the call graph level, assuming no conflict between the different speculative threads and a zero threading overhead.

Obtaining tighter bounds based on static analysis and/or run time profiling of dependences between different functions and accounting for the impact of threading overhead on the efficacy of call graph-level TLS is a subject of future work.